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Welcome to the Black Forest Highlands.
The Black Forest Highlands lie at altitudes of between 700 and 1,500 metres and
comprise the 17 villages of Breitnau, Eisenbach, Feldberg, Friedenweiler, Häusern,
Hinterzarten, Lenzkirch, Löffingen, Grafenhausen, Ühlingen-Birkendorf, Schluchsee,
St. Blasien, St. Märgen, St. Peter, Titisee-Neustadt, Todtmoos and Bergwelt Todtnau. It is here that the world-famous Cuckoo Clock and the delicious Black Forest
Gâteau have their home.
The unique natural landscape of the Black Forest Highlands is located in the heart
of the Southern Black Forest Nature Park, the second largest of its kind in Germany. Take a deep breath and let yourself be whisked away into the home of endless
spaces, fresh air and the scent of pines in the Black Forest Highlands.

visitblackforest.info
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About Us
Hochschwarzwald Tourismus GmbH was founded in 2009 with the aim of marketing
one of Germany’s most beautiful holiday destinations. It currently employs around
100 members of staff, generates 4 million overnight stays and welcomes more than
5,5 million day trippers from around the world every year.

•

Arranging accommodation for FITs and groups

•

Organising and booking programmes of activities

•

Guided tours with tour manager in a variety of languages

•

Coach transfers and excursions

We would be delighted to design a package tailored to your individual needs.
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Day Trips
Excursions in the area surrounding the Black Forest Highlands
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Hochschwarzwald Tourismus GmbH represents more than 2,000 holiday accommodations with a total of almost 30,000 beds in one of Germany’s largest and most
spectacular holiday destinations. From campsites, private rooms, holiday apartments and farmhouse accommodation up to luxurious five-star hotels, the holiday
destination of the Black Forest Highlands offers a diverse selection of accommodation.

Your on-site Incoming Agency provides the
following range of services:

Tour 1: Black Forest Panorama Tour

Tour 1: German Clock Route
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A Selection of Accomondations
Accommodations
Please contact us with any
requests and questions at:
Hochschwarzwald Tourismus GmbH
Incoming Department
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Your Congress Bureau in the Black Forest Highlands
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Freiburger Str. 1
79856 Hinterzarten
Tel: +49 (0)7652/1206-8003
incoming@hochschwarzwald.de
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Black Forest Highlands

How to reach
the Black Forest Highlands
Whether you are coming by plane, train or car. The Black Forest Highlands
are easy accessible through airports in Stuttgart, Zurich, Basel and Frankfurt.

300 k m

Use the railway network to reach Freiburg from where trains connect with the Black Forest Highlands every
30 minutes. Or just rent a car from the airport, every larger train station or city.
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Journey time by car: 1 h 30
Journey time by train: 2 h 30

Munich Airport
Journey time by car: 4 h
Journey time by train: 5 h 45
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Titisee-Neustadt
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Rothauser Land
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Todtnau
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Feldberg
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Christmas Market in the Ravenna Gorge
open all weekends in advent
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Unique Outdoor Opportunities
not to be missed
Unlike any other region, the Black Forest Highlands offer adventure,
nature and relaxation all in one.

Hiking and Walking

Playing Golf

Numerous sign-posted hiking trails
of various lengths and levels of difficulty mean that the area’s unique
natural landscape is just waiting to
be explored. Discover sunny plateaus with their magnificent views
and shady forested areas on your
own or with a professional guide.

The 18-hole golf course spans
into the idyllic Altental. Biotopes,
streams and old Black Forest farmhouses provide a unique landscape.
Take part in fun games in an unforgettable environment. With our Red
Inclusive Card without paying any
Green Fee.

Winter Action

Healing Climate
Due to its elevation and unspoiled
nature the air quality of the Black
Forest Highlands have a healing
function that ensures an all-round
feeling of well-being. Take a deep
breath of fresh mountain air and
feel how your body relaxes and your
mind clears.

Water Activities

Enjoy magical moments in snow-covered woodlands at frosty temperatures in a horse sleigh or experience
unspoiled nature on a snowshoe
trek. Speed down slopes on a sled,
take a walk in the deeply snow-covered countryside or storm the highest peak on skis or snowboards in the
largest and highest winter sport area
in south-west Germany.

Crystal clear water and unspoiled
landscape provide the perfect environment for sailing, windsurfing,
rowing, fishing and diving. Go for a
swim in famous lake Titisee or the
biggest lake in the Black Forest, lake
Schluchsee and enjoy the refreshing
lakes and ponds.

Cycling and Biking
Whether you are searching for action packed down hill trails or more
relaxed tours through our unspoiled
nature, the Black Forest Highlands
await all cycling enthusiasts with
sign-posted trails for everyone.
For the more relaxed version electronic bikes can be rent to discover
the area from a different view.
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Legends, Customs and Traditions
Not only home of the Cuckoo Clock but also of the Bollenhut Hat and the Black Forest
Gâteau - World famous symbols for a picture-perfect holiday in one of Germany´s most
beautiful holiday destinations.

The Bollenhut Hat
The Bollenhut Hat has become a
trademark of the Black Forest. The
straw hat, which comprises 14 woollen pom-poms that are red for unmarried women and black for married women, is worn since 1800 and
is still worn to special occasions.

Black Forest Gâteau
The world-famous Black Forest Gâteau
may be Germany’s most popular
layered cream cake but there is no
doubt that it tastes the best in the
Black Forest Highlands. It is made
of cream, a biscuit base, cherries,
chocolate shavings and the famous
Black Forest Kirschwasser brandy.

Titisee –
the Sunken Town
It is thought that an abbey and
town lay further down the Lake
Titisee, along the street known as
“Seesteige”, hundreds of years ago.
The town was very wealthy and its
inhabitants valued luxury and lavishness with such arrogance that
they would carve the middle out of
bread rolls, use the crust as shoes
and feed the rest to the animals.
God’s punishment for the town’s
wicked ways was looming; the heavens opened and a great flood inundated the town, wiping out everyone. The noble town with its towers
and gates sank beneath the fathomless lake.
In good weather, you can see the
spire of the abbey below the surface,
and on a calm, sunny day, you can
hear the bell chimes from the sunken town. “Titinire” – ringing bells
which the oldest name “Titiunsee”
may well relate to. The abbey shall
rise again out of the waters of Lake
Titisee when the Friedenweiler Abbey sinks into the underwater realm.
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Cuckoo Clocks, which are renowned
the world over, have been manufactured in the Black Forest since as
early as the 18th century.
During the long winter months, they
were carved from wood by hand
on farmyards across the Black Forest in a process demanding skilful
craftsmanship and imagination,
before being sold by or exchanged
with world-famous clock dealers
throughout Europe, Russia and
even as far afield as the USA. The famous cuckoo call is created by two
bellows which pump air through a
small whistle.

The Traditional Black
Forest Costumes
Beside the famous Bollenhut Hat
there are many different other traditional costumes as every community has its own uniquely designed
dresses. Until a short basis the
beautiful and elaborately designed
costumes were worn on a daily basis but today it is only traditionally
worn during processions and traditional events.

Cuckoo Clock

Black Forest Ham
Black Forest Ham is Europe´s most
popular and best-selling smoked
raw ham. It is prepared in the Black
Forest using traditional methods
and smoked over a fir-wood fire,
giving it its characteristic strong,
spicy flavour.
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Culinary Highlights
Highly delicious – You will find delicacies and hospitality all
throughout the Black Forest Highlands.

Brewery
Restaurants

Glance over the master brewer’s
shoulder on a tour through the
Rothaus brewery and find out all
about the manufacture of beer.
Afterwards, enjoy the taste of the
fine German beer!

In the Black Forest Highlands, highly ambitious fine restaurants, rustic
public houses, chalets, or cafés attract visitors with local fresh cuisine,
traditional snacks, or French-style
gourmet cuisine.

Museum of Schnapps
Visit the Schnapshäusle museum
with its distillery and try the fine
liquors from fruits, berries, honey,
or the typical Jerusalem artichoke.

Cookery course
Under the guidance of a local cook,
prepare an exquisite menu using
regional produce and herbs picked
from the on-site garden.

Cheese Dairy on a
Traditional Black
Forest Farm
Breathe in some country air and
gain first-hand experience of how
cheese is made. You can choose
to take part in a plain guidance
through the dairy followed by a
tasting, or opt for the full guidance
through farm and cowshed.

Nature Park
Restaurants
Discover and enjoy the local cuisine
offered by the numerous nature
park restaurants. The delicious dishes are prepared using high-quality
main ingredients originating from
our Nature Park.
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Over 100 Attractions &
Experiences included
With the free Red Inclusive Card, you can take advantage of more
than 100 leisure opportunities in the region for free every day.

A Holiday Destination
to Suite every Taste
Cuckoo
!

Experie

Chose one of more than 400 hosts in the Black Forest Highlands and receive the
Red Inclusive Card as additional service free of charge - you just have to book a stay

nces Inc

luded.

Our region caters to every desire. Create the perfect fitting
holiday experience according to your preferences. Or just let us
compile a customized program for your stay in the Black Forest
Highlands.

Contact us:
We would be delighted to discuss
your needs:
incoming@hochschwarzwald.de

of at least two nights.

Golfing without a Green Fee

BMW i3

Badeparadies Schwarzwald

Free rounds of golf at the Golfplatz
Hochschwarzwald, Freiburger Golfclub,
Europa-Park Golfclub Breisgau and
Golfclub Königsfeld.

Explore the landscape of the Black
Forest for three hours daily on a climateneutral basis in a BMW i3 electric car.

Tropical temperatures & turquoise blue
water. Enjoy 1,5 hours free admission
to the Palmenoase including Galaxy
Schwarzwald.

Family friendly Holidays
Free ride on all Slopes

Adventure World Rothaus

Boat Tours

A glistening and white dream location
for carvers and boarders. With the Red
Inclusive Card you receive a daily ski
pass free of charge for Feldberg and
11 other lifts in the region.

The Zäpfle Heimat tells you everything
about the history and brewing methods
of Rothaus. With the Red Inclusive Card
you receive a tour through the Zäpfle
Heimat with audio guide for free.

Enjoy a boat cruise on the biggest lake
in the Black Forest, lake Schluchsee , or
on the enchanting lake Titisee.

Holiday accomodations with
this symbol offer the Red
Inclusive Card as additional
service.
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More information about the Red Inclusive Card can be
found online at hochschwarzwald.de/card

As an award-winning family-friendly holiday region, the Black Forest
Highlands offer the perfect holiday experience to guests whether they
are young or old, whether it is raining or the sun shines.
Go on a downhill descent on the longest summer toboggan run in Germany,
the Hasenhorn Coaster, an excursion in
dizzying heights at a climbing adventure park or a treasure hunt trough
the forest. Visit Tatzmania with its wild
animals, the Spass-Park Hochschwar-

zwald where interesting sleds await you
or the Wildlife Park Steinwasenpark.
Even during bad weather, you find a lot
to do. Be curious at the Black Forest
House of Sense, visit the Fundorena
with its indoor climbing garden, skating

rink and trampoline park or go on an
excursion to the tropical climes of the
Badeparadies Schwarzwald themed
pool complex & spa. And there is so
much more to explore.
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Unspoiled Nature
The Black Forest Highlands are a genuine paradise for those who love the
great outdoors: sunny peaks, glittering lakes and deep gorges make the region which nestles in the heart of the Black Forest an ideal location for getting
away from the city and switching off in the heart of an idyllic natural setting.

Culture & Tradition
A distinct culture of crafts and traditions developed in the Black Forest
Highlands due to its remoteness in the past. Also, the typical Black Forest
Highlands architecture has its own charm and even impressive buildings
can be found in this unique landscape.
Visit one of the many museums like
the Monastery Museum at St. Märgen
where you learn more about the famous
Cuckoo Clock, the Skiing Museum at
Hinterzarten where the history of skiing
is explained or the Hüsli in Grafenhaus-
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en with its various collection of furniture
and art objects from historic farms. Be
impressed by the biggest domed structure north the Alps at St. Blasius cathedral or the baroque parish church and
rococo library of St. Peter and immerse

Wide plateaus with unique views, shady
forests and a healthy mountain climate
provide the best conditions for a relaxing holiday in unspoiled nature. This
can be experienced on a particularly
intense basis in the preserved forests of
the Black Forest Highlands, where the

flora and fauna have deliberately been
left alone for many years, enabling a
unique biotope to flourish far away from
human interference. The Wutach and
Ravenna gorge are overwhelming wild
river valleys with primeval landscape,

romantic canyons and natural forests.
The waterfall in Menzenschwand is an
impressive natural formation which
plunges through a glacial valley and
the waterfall in Todtnau is Germany´s
highest waterfall.

into Black Forest culinary delights in a
Black Forest Gâteau presentation, a visit
at the brewery Staatsbrauerei Rothaus
or a farm yard experience where you will
learn how cheese is made.
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KONUS-Guest Card

In the Black Forest Highlands you will find the perfect combination of action-packed adventure holidays, enjoyment and leisure activities.

Use our Bus & Rail Network for free: Arrive at the Black
Forest Highlands, park your car & start the adventure.

Whether you are hiking along one of the
countless hiking trails, go on a thrilling
downhill biking tour, canyoning through
streambeds and waterfalls or climb
through the treetops you find pure
action at the Black Forest Highlands.

For the more relaxed version, take a
boat cruise on lake Titisee or Schluchsee or take the cable car to the highest
mountain in the Black Forest, the Feldberg and enjoy the endless view from
the Swiss Alps to the French Vosges. In

wintertime a winter wonderland awaits
you. Enjoy skiing at the biggest ski area
north the Alps, go on a snowshoe hike
through quite and sparkling winter
landscape or go sledding on one of the
many sledding slopes.

How can you use KONUS?
Book your overnight stay and you receive the KONUS Guest Card at the check-in. It
serves as a ticket for the public transportation system.
The KONUS Guest Card is valid during the registered period of time of your stay in all
busses and trains of the participating associations of transport companies as a 2nd
class ticket

For more information:

Foto: Dieckmann

Sports & Leisure Activities

visitblackforest.info

Please note: Exceptions are ICE-, IC and EC connections as well as mountain railways and funiculars KONUS is only valid for people. It does not cover free transportation for animals or bicycles.
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Hofgut Sternen –
The Black Forest Village
In this unique location in the heart of the Black Forest you can
discover history, tradition and nature.
The Hofgut Sternen is an ideal “All in One Stop” to experience the authentic Black Forest.
You can enjoy the hospitality held in high esteem by the Drubba Family. Excellent service
and variety of attractions in this overwhelming scenery will make your stay in the Black
Forest unforgettable.

Contact:
Hofgut Sternen ∙ Höllsteig 76 ∙ 79874 Breitnau ∙ Tel.: +49 (0)7652 901187
reservierung@hofgut-sternen.de ∙ hofgut-sternen.de

Additional services:
For further questions and booking please contact our Incoming department:
Tel: +49 (0)7652 1206-8003∙ incoming@hochschwarzwald.de
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Things to do & discover
Water and Timber at Hofgut Sternen –
Sustainability throughout the centuries
Roam the grounds of Hofgut Sternen with our
guide to learn how the challenges of self-sufficient survival in medieval times helped to turn
our property into a modern and sustainable
destination.
Duration: 30 minutes
Group size: max. 60 people per tour
Costs: € 56.- (short tour: 30 minutes)
€ 115.- (long tour: 75 minutes)

Good to know
Renewable Energy
Sustainable energy production has a long tradition in the Black
Forest. For centuries water power has been used in mills, saw
works and hammer smiths.

Sustainability in the Black Forest – Visit showcase projects in the Village of Breitnau and at
Hofgut Sternen
This tour enables you to visit two sites which are
perfect examples of a modern Black Forest mindset. After visiting the Breitnau power plant drive
5 km to Hofgut Sternen where the EnergieWerk
turned a tourist destination into a benchmark for
sustainable corporate governance.
Duration: 3-4 hours
Group size: max. 60 people per tour
Costs: € 395.-

Chopped wood was the main heating source in every farmhouse and provided the
power for craft production such as glassblowing. By re-initiating the centuries-old
tradition of self-sufficiency in the Black Forest into present day we produce all our
energy needed at the Hofgut Sternen from local and renewable energy. Thus your
requirement of comfort and well-being meets with sustainable tourism today in the
Black Forest.

Good to know History
Since medieval times this area around the Hofgut Sternen became an important stop for changing horses before the carriages started up the road, carrying people and goods up the “Alte
Steige” (old ascent).

Remarks: Coach Transfer required. A coach can
be provided at additional cost.

The start of this trail was at the Hofgut Sternen. Even Marie Antoinette passed by on
her way from Vienna to Paris in 1770 to her wedding with the French King Louis XVI.
Other famous guests were Johann Wolfgang von Goethe and Napoleon the 3rd.

Things to do & discover
Guided historical tour: Discover 700 years of
history from medieval hors-changing station (13th
century) to the Hofgut Sternen – The Black Forest
Village. Visit St. Oswald’s Chapel from 1148 – the
oldest church in the Black Forest – and also learn
more about the impressive Ravenna Viaduct.
duration: 60 minutes
group size: max. 60 persons/tour
price: € 112.- /group
Tours available in German and English
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Things to do & discover
Watch how a cuckoo clock is made in an
interesting demonstration
(language German and English, price on
request)
Visit the GlasManufaktur where our glass
artists create fascinating glass objects and
unique jewelry for our brand STERNEN GLAS in
front of your eyes

Good to know
Tradition
The cuckoo clock from the Black Forest is a world-wide known
work of art.
Due to the fact that agriculture was limited in the Black Forest because of the long
winters, a cottage industry of clock-making grew from the middle of the 17th century. Glassblowing was another upcoming craft and both became a profitable source
of income for the Black Forest people.

Things to do & discover
Group cooking classes at our training kitchen
HirschSprung
While many places offer you the chance to try traditional cuisine, we also offer you the chance to
create your own lunch or dinner with our South
German culinary experience. Here you find some
examples of our cooking workshops.
Bake your own STERNEN Bread
Germany is known worldwide for its vast variety of
breads – in fact we have over 300 different types of
bread. prepare with our cooking coach the ingredients and bake your own variation of STERNEN
bread
Group size: 10-40 people (split into groups)
Costs: basic fee for cooking coach € 80.- plus
€ 7.- per person for the ingredients

Good to know
Cooking Workshops
The Black Forest is one of the best places to taste traditional and
fine German cuisine.
Are you looking for a special group experience? Whether it is regional specialties,
vegetarian or vegan, our chefs will adjust the menu according to your requirements.
In our new Training and Show Kitchen we offer enough space for your whole group.

Group lunch or dinner
Käsespätzle (local pasta speciality):
Group size: 10-40 people (split into groups)
Costs: basic fee for cooking coach € 100.- plus
€ 10.- per person for the ingredients
Maultaschen (Swabian Raviolis)
with different salads
Group size: 10-40 people (split into groups)
Costs: basic fee for cooking coach € 150.- plus
€ 14.- per person for the ingredients
Black Forest Cake demonstration
8,50 €/per person - minimum 10 persons
_ 34
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Hochschwrarzwald

Fantastic Shopping
Experiences

Luxury Shopping
1 h 10

GlasManufaktur

The Black Forest Highlands offer a wide variety of shopping
possibilities. You cannot only find select boutiques, classic Black
Forest souvenirs & gifts shops but also regional stores where exceptional art objects, fine homemade foods and rare souvenirs
wait to be discovered.

Seemaxx Factory
Outlet Center Radolfzell

Glas blowing shop

The Factory Outlet Center provides you
with offers from over 40 top brands. Of
course, tax-free shopping is possible for
non-EU visitors.

Ospelehof

Roppenheim

Metzingen

1 h 40

1 h 40

Cheese diary where you
learn more about the
cheese production

1 h 50

KuckucksNest

The Style Outlets Roppenheim
You find the Roppenheim Style Outlets
directly on the French-German border.
Stroll trough over 100 boutiques with
more than 100 brands.

Luxury Shopping

Cuckoo Clocks
and selected products

Hilpertenhof

Freiburg

Farm shop with regional
and homemade food

1 h 50

Outletcity-Metzingen

Titisee-Neustadt
Hofgut Sternen

Drubba Moments
Drubba Shopping

Hinterzarten

Bergladen Todtnauberg
Individual regional food
and souvenirs

Bärental

Clocks, Cuckoo Clocks,
accessories and suitcases

Hochschwarzwald

Todtnau

The OUTLETCITY METZINGEN worldwide known as a shopping paradise,
awaits you with many brands. Tax-free
shopping for non-EU visitors is possible.

30 min
Schluchsee

Loisel´s Schafstube
Sheep and lamb fell products

Chocolaterie Lisa

Kaiser

Chocolate and praline
manufacturer

The fashion store Kaiser, located in
Freiburg offers over 292 international
brands in 5 shops.

Radolfszell
1 h 10

Grafenhausen

Loisel´s Leder Eck
Bags, suitcases and accessories

Café Schnapshäusle
Zum gscheiten Beck

Schwarzwaldmarkt
Regional and homemade products

Schnapps museum and distillery

Holzlädele
Holzbildhauerei Stiegeler

30 min

Breuninger
Visit one of the Breuninger shops
in Freiburg or Stuttgart and have a
special shopping experience with many
international brands.

Homemade wooden products

Wood carver galerie and shop
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Regional Tours
Tour 1
Tour 2
Tour 3
Tour 4
Tour 5
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St. Märgen

St. Peter
St. Märgen
Hochfirst

Freiburg
Hinterzarten
Best Western Hotel
Hofgut Sternen

Titisee

Hinterzarten

Todtnauer
Waterfalls

Titisee

Bärental

Hochfirst
Tatzmania
Löffingen

Lenzkirch

Feldberg

Feldberg
Wutach Gorge

Tour 1

Schluchsee
Museum Hüsli
Rothaus Brewery

St. Blasien

Black Forest
Panorama Tour
Your journey starts at the top of the Feldberg, the highest mountain in the Black
Forest where you have a 360° panorama view over the stunning forests to the Swiss
Alps and France Vosges. Take the lift up to the 11th floor of the Feldberg
Tower and breathe in the fresh mountain air. Afterwards your journey leads you to
the mountain Hochfirst, where you get a unique picture of the famous lake Titisee
with the Feldberg in the background.

Switzerland
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The route takes you past Titisee and Hinterzarten where a detour is worthwhile to
stroll around through typical Black Forest Highland villages. Further towards
St. Märgen you pass Breitnau where open landscapes with a unique panorama
through valleys as far as the Vosges await you. The soft hills and valleys in
St. Märgen are worth to visit and at the historical village of St. Peter you get a glance
to Freiburg and its surroundings.

Tour Facts
TRIP
ROUTE
DURATION
OVERNIGHT STAY

1 or 2 days
60 km
1,5 h
Titisee
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Ospelehof
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Tour 3

Natural Highlights
The discovery tour through the natural beauties of the Black Forest Highlands starts
at Feldberg. For the more active version a quick hike to the Herzogenhorn is worth
its exertions. The top offers a wide view over the Black Forest Highlands as far as
the Swiss Alps. After your way back, your journey leads you to Germany´s highest
natural waterfalls in Todtnau Berg, which plunge 97m down into the picturesque
valley. There are small paths crossing the waterfalls and give you the chance to get a
glimpse of different point of views.

Bärental

Tour Facts
TRIP
ROUTE

Rothaus Brewery

80 km

DURATION
OVERNIGHT STAY

The journey continues to the biggest lake in the Black Forest, lake Schluchsee.
Here you have several options. You can either take a boat cruise over the lake, have
a walk around the lake or hike along the premium hiking trail Jägersteig. This path
leads you to the Bildstein, a fantastic overlook, where you get a unique view over
the whole lake.

Feldbergbahn

2 or 3 days

1,5 h
Todtnau, Lenzkirch
or Schluchsee

The Wutachschlucht, the biggest canyon in Germany waits to be discovered. The
adventurous wild river valley builds an overwhelming scenery with romantic gorges
and unspoiled woodlands.
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Tour 2

Culinary Delights

Start your journey above 1400 m at the Feldberg Tower at the top of the highest
mountain in the Black Forest. Immerse into the history and secrets of the Black
Forest Ham and its unique smoked taste. Have a traditional vesper at one of the
rustic cabins at the mountain with the typical Black Forest Ham. Next stop is the
Café Schnaphäusle zum gescheiten Beck, where you try a Black Forest classic. Join
a Black Forest Gâteau presentation and try a piece of the most famous cream layered cake. Afterwards you visit the schnapps museum where you get a tour through
the museum and a sample of schnapps, a fruit brandy made from fine fruits. A visit
at one of our local cheese diaries shows you how the live and work at a farm looks
like and how cheese is made. Why not try the cheese with a wine tasting in a special
atmosphere and learn something about exquisite wines?

Todtnauer
Wasserfälle

Tour Facts
TRIP

2 days

ROUTE

75 km

DURATION
OVERNIGHT STAY

Feldbergbahn

1,5 h
Hinterzarten or
Schluchsee
Schluchsee

Wutachschlucht

An absolute highlight is a visit at the Badische Staatsbrauerei Rothaus. Glance over
the shoulder of a brew master and learn how the famous beer of the Black Forest
Highlands is made. Afterwards have lunch or dinner at one of the nature park restaurants which use regional products and therefore point to the special characteristics of the Black Forest region and support the local farmers.
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N
W

St. Märgen

E
S

St. Peter

Hofgut Sternen

Museum Hüsli

Dom St. Blasien

Tour 5

A Perfect
Family Adventure
Start your day with a thrilling slide down the hill at Germanys most spectacular
coaster - the Hasenhorn at Todtnau. Afterwards your way leads up the hill in dizzying heights with the cable car at Feldberg, the highest mountain in the Black Forest
where you enjoy breathtaking views form the top. Located at the foot of the mountain, the Fundorena an indoor playground with a skating rink, climbing garden and
a trampoline park waits to be explored.

Tour Facts

Go on a discovery boat tour into an unspoiled Black Forest landscape on lake
Schluchsee and enjoy the sun on deck. On your way to Tatzmania, where wild animals await you, you are stopping at the Adventure Golf Park Hochschwarzwald, the
most spectacular and biggest adventure golf course in Germany. Enjoy the end of
your trip at the Badeparadies Schwarzwald in Titisee where you can slide, have fun
in the wave bath or just relax and recharge your batteries at the palm oasis.

OVERNIGHT STAY

Tour 4

N

Culture and Tradition

W

2 days

ROUTE

75 km

DURATION

1,5 h
Feldberg
or Löffingen

Tatzmania Löffingen

E

Titisee

S
The Black Forest Highlands have a rich cultural heritage which waits to be discovered. The journey starts with the small city of St. Blasius which is dominated by his
dome with the biggest domed structure north of the Alps. On a guided tour you
learn more about the history and how it was built. The tour goes on to the wood
carver Stiegeler in Grafenhausen. Here you can learn more about the historic craft
and build your own piece of art in a workshop. Also located in Grafenhausen is the
Heimatmuseum Hüsli which hosts a lot of furniture and art objects from historic farms. The journey leads you to St. Märgen. Visit the baroque pilgrimage and
monastery church Maria Himmelfahrt as well as the associated Monastery Museum.
The museum guide takes you on a journey through the past as you discover much
about the development and variety of the Black Forest clocks based on numerous exhibits. If you want to take pictures of this beautiful region a visit of the most
famous photo scene is a must. A short walk takes you up to the Rankmühle, a mill
from the 18th century.

TRIP

Tour Facts
TRIP

2 or 3 days

ROUTE

90 km

DURATION

1,75 h

OVERNIGHT STAY

Grafenhausen,
St. Märgen or Breitnau

Feldbergbahn

Hasenhorn Coaster
Todtnau

Schluchsee

Next stop is the historic village of St. Peter where the church Peter and Paul is a
unique testimony of baroque architecture of southern Germany. At the Hofgut
Sternen a Cuckoo Clock or glassblowing workshop awaits you.
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Excursions in the area surrounding
the Black Forest Highlands
300 k m

Frankfurt

Schaffhausen

Europapark

Lake Constance

Strasbourg

Stuttgart

Freiburg

Germany
11

Karlsruhe

France

10

Black Forest Highlands

Heidelberg

Stuttgart

9
6

Baden-Baden

Strasbourg

5

Colmar

13

16

15

50
8

Rust

7

0k

m

Metzingen

km

Germany

Munich

14

Freiburg
15

1

Black Forest Highlands

Basel

Schaffhausen

charming historic centre and site of
Europe’s largest waterfall, the Rheinfall
2 1

4

Switzerland

Schaﬀhausen

12

Konstanz
3

Zurich

Meersburg
Lake Constance

2

Stein am Rhein

medieval old town on the Rhine, famous for
its buildings with splendid painted facades
3

Zurich

historic old town located directly on
Lake Zurich with more than 50 museum s
4

Basel

rich in contrasts thanks to its romantic
old town and modern buildings designed
by international architects

Switzerland

France
5

Colmar

the capital of Alsatian wine with a
picturesque old town
6

Strasbourg

UNESCO World Heritage Site with diverse
architecture and a world-famous minster

Germany
7
8

The Black Forest Highlands
Europa-Park

Germany’s largest theme park with
unforgettable attractions for all ages
9

Baden-Baden

spa town with splendid gardens
10

Stuttgart

Germany
11

Heidelberg

charming old town overlooked by
Heidelberg Castle
12

Lake Constance

the “Flower Island” of Mainau, Meersburg
with its baroque skyline and Constance with
its historic old town
13

Freiburg

enchanting historic centre and Gothic minster
14

Sigmaringen

former seat of the Hohenzollern family,
impressive castle located in the Danube River
15

Hohentwiel

Germany’s largest castle ruins, offering a
panoramic view of the Lake Constance
16

Kaiserstuhl

sunny wine region at a colorful landscape

the birthplace of the car with museums
dedicated to Porsche and Mercedes-Benz
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Multi-Day Tours
Tour 1
Tour 2
Tour 3
Tour 4

Frankfurt

Mannheim
Ladenburg
Hockenheim

Heidelberg
Sinsheim

Tour 1
Karlsruhe
Baden-Baden

German Clock Route

Ludwigsburg
Stuttgart

Explore the charm of shingle-roofed Black Forest farmhouses, clear trout
creeks, lush mountain meadows and dark green forests, picturesque villages
and warmly welcoming little towns along the German Clock Route.

Schorndorf

Start

Strasbourg

Start your journey at the Black Forest Highlands where you visit museums
of local history and clock exhibitions. Don´t miss a Cuckoo Clock workshop
where you learn how the cuckoo is brought into the clock.

Haut-Kœnigsbourg

France

Freiburg

Schonach Schramberg
Emmendingen
Rottweil
St. Peter
VillingenSt. Märgen
Schwennigen
Donaueschingen

Feldberg

Next stop is St. Märgen where a chronologically arranged exhibition presents
the whole spectrum of clockworks, carved and painted shields.

Sigmaringen

Stop 2

Titisee

Todtnau
Mulhouse

Stop 1

The tour leads you to Furtwangen where you visit the German Clock museum.

Munich

Schaffhausen

Ühlingen-Birkendorf

Mainau

TRIP

1 or 2 days

ROUTE

300 km

START

Black Forest Highlands

END

Black Forest Highlands

OVERNIGHT STAY
SUGGESTION

St. Peter, Triberg
or Schramberg

Stop 3

Meersburg
Friedrichshafen

In Triberg and Schonach not only the world´s largest Cuckoo Clock awaits you
but also the impressing waterfalls of Triberg.

Stop 4
Next stop is Schramberg, known for the Junghans Clocks and the medieval city
center of Rottweil, the oldest city of Baden-Württemberg.

Basel

Switzerland

Tour Facts

Zurich

Stop 5
Before the route finishes in the Black Forest Highlands you travel to Villingen-Schwenningen, which attracts visitors due to its historic Old Town and a
Black Forest Clock museum.

End
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Tour 3

Car Country South West Germany –
a Paradise for Car Lovers
A trip through the car country Germany will show you the history
and development of the automobile industry.

Tour 2

The Highlights of South
West Germany

Start
Your journey starts at Ladenburg where you can visit the Dr. Carl Benz Museum, home to a fascinating collection of 40 passenger cars, trucks and racing
cars.

The route leads you through marvelous cities and one of the
most spectacular landscapes of Germany.
Start
Starting at Heidelberg one of Europe´s most beautiful cities the tour goes on
to Baden-Baden where chic & glamorous hotels, shops, thermal baths and a
casino await you.

Stop 1
Your next stop is the city of Strasbourg in France, acknowledged as a
UNESCO world heritage site.

Stop 2
On the way to the Black Forest Highlands Freiburg is worth a visit. It is known
for its sunshine, fine wines and its historic town center.

Stop 3

Stop 1
Drive on the track of world champions at the Hockenheimring, Europe´s most
famous motor racing circuits.

Tour Facts
TRIP
ROUTE

Stop 2
400 km

START

Heidelberg

END

Meersburg

OVERNIGHT STAY
SUGGESTION

On your way to Stuttgart you pass Sinsheim. The Auto & Technik Museum offers Europe´s largest private collection of cars, planes, motorcycles and more.

5 or 6 days

Stop 3

Baden-Baden,
Freiburg,
Titisee or Konstanz
or Schramberg

ROUTE
START
END
OVERNIGHT STAY
SUGGESTION

6 or 7 days
480 km
Ladenburg
Mulhouse
Hockenheim,
Stuttgart,
Schramberg
or Schluchsee

Stop 4
Daimler´s birthplace (now a museum) is in Schorndorf right next to Stuttgart.

Stop 5
The car collection Steim in Schramberg awaits you with a private car collection
of approximately 110 unique vehicles and rarities.

Stop 6

Stop 4

In the Black Forest Highlands you´re not only finding the small museum of
oldie dreams with a private collection of mopeds, including 80 showcases from
the 50s to the 70s but also winding roads which wait to be discovered. Why not
take a tour with a BMW i3 through this beautiful landscape?

On your way to Lake Constance you take a detour to Schaffhausen in Switzerland to visit Europe´s largest waterfall.

Stop 5

Stop 7

At Lake Constance you make a tour on the Flower Island Mainau and see the
medieval town of Meersburg.
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TRIP

At Stuttgart, Germany´s unofficial capital of car industry you explore the
Mercedes Benz Museum as well as the Porsche Museum.

Trough the Höllental (the hell valley) the home of the Cuckoo Clock and Black
Forest Gâteau welcomes you with a picturesque Black Forest landscape as
well as a rich cultural heritage.

End

Tour Facts

Last stop of your journey is the museum Cité de l’Automobile in Mulhouse, the
world´s largest car exhibit.

End
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Tour 4

Fairytale Castles, Palaces
and Monasteries
Romantic palaces, historical castles and mystical ruins await you
on a trip through Germanys history.
Start
Your journey starts at the baroque palace in Mannheim before you go on to
Heidelberg.

Stop 1
The castle of Heidelberg guards the Neckar River valley and the charming city
with Germany´s oldest university.

Stop 2
The road will lead you to Ludwigsburg and its 300-year-old baroque palace.

Stop 3
In Stuttgart you stroll through the historic city center with its new and old
palaces.

Tour Facts
TRIP
ROUTE

6 or 7 days
430 km

START

Mannheim

END

Orschwiller

OVERNIGHT STAY
SUGGESTION

Heidelberg,
Stuttgart,
St. Blasien
or Emmendingen

Stop 4
The landmark of Sigmaringen with its current extension tellingly portrays the
historic development from medieval fortress to princely residential palace.

Stop 5
On your way to the Black Forest Highlands you will pass Donaueschingen with
its princly Fürstenberg castle and the spring of the Danube.

Stop 5
At the Black Forest Highlands the biggest dome structure north of the Alps at
St. Blasien, a baroque monastery church with its museum at St. Märgen and
the former Benedictine Monastery and its Rococo library in St. Peter await you.

Stop 5
Your journey goes on to Emmendingen and the ruins of castle Hochburg.

Stop 5
End
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Last stop is the Haut-Koenigsbourg in Alsace, France which is located 767 m
above the Rhine Valley.
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A Selection of Accommodations
With more than 2,000 holiday accommodations, ranging from campsites and
farmhouse accommodation to five-star luxury hotels, the Black Forest Highlands offer the perfect accommodation to suit every taste.
General information on the hotel descriptions:
Tourist tax
Tourist tax is charged for each night of your stay and varies according to
the location of your accommodation:
• € 0,90 - € 2,70
• Children under the age of 6: free

SalesGuide 2019/20
TV in room

Non-smoking property

Balcony/terrace

Lift

Luggage service		

Suitable for the disabled

Korrekturabzug
Wi-Fi included
Anzeige 1/2 Seite: 210 x 148 mm
Wi-Fi available for a charge

Swimming pool
Sauna

Parkhotel Adler 

More Information
Our general terms and conditions
can be found on our website at
visitblackforest.info
Simply get in touch by emailing:
incoming@hochschwarzwald.de

Red Inclusive Card
Coach car park
Suitable for groups
If 20 guests pay the full rate,
the 21st stays free
Conference facility
E-Carsharing

Capacities
8 SGL | 26 DBL | 5 MBR | 17 SU | from 139 €
Max. group size: 110
Restaurant seating capacity: 100

This 5-Star-Boutique-Resort, family owned in the 16th generation, offers
exclusive holidays in a relaxed atmosphere surrounded by beautiful nature.
56 individually designed rooms and suites, a lavish SPA area in the hotel
park and two restaurants extend across the 70,000 square meter large premises. Combining tradition and the modern, the hotel welcomes families,
travelers from near and far, private celebrations, weddings and small conferences for a rejuvinating stay.
Culinary delights are offered in the regional-cuisined Adler Stuben and the
exquisite fine-dining restaurant Oscars. As a member of „Small Luxury
Hotels of the World“, a memorable stay in the Black Forest is guaranteed.
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Black Forest Lodge
The Black Forest Lodge offers 10 luxurious holiday apartments in sizes from
45 to 180 sqm (485 to 1940 sqft). All apartments are south facing and overlooking the valley. The wellness area offers a sauna, a rain n’ surge shower,
a relaxation zone and a terrace. E-bikes can be rented on the spot. For water
fun you can visit the lakes in the area. The family fun is provided by summer toboggan runs, farms, leisure and climbing parks. In winter, discover
magical worlds while snowshoeing, cross-country skiing, or go full throttle
Korrekturabzug
while sledding or skiing in the Feldberg ski resort. Opposite the Black Forest
Anzeige
Seite:
210
x ski
148
Lodge 1/2
you will
find the
first
lift mm
and a children’s toboggan run.

Capacities
5 SGL | 5 MBR | from 130 €
Max. group size: 46

SalesGuide 2019/20

Freizeit- und Bildungszentrum
Altglashütten

Contact
Black Forest Lodge (Feldberg)
Am Sommerberg ∙ 79868 Feldberg
Tel: +49 (0) 7664 4070
info@black-forest-lodge.com
black-forest-lodge.com

Capacities
11 SGL | 15 DBL | 11 MBR | 1 APT | from 48 €
Max. group size: 100
Restaurant seating capacity: 2 x 50
Notes: HP 10 €

The ideal place for groups & incentives up to 100 persons!
Cool location between Lake Titisee and Lake Schluchsee - at the feet of
skiing area „Feldberg“, only 15 minutes driving time.
38 rooms with 100 beds – from single use up to 6 persons per room.
Contact
Parkhotel Adler
Adlerplatz 3 ∙ 79856 Hinterzarten
Tel: +49 (0) 7652 1270 ∙ info@parkhoteladler.de
parkhoteladler.de

Lovely homemade, regional food-offer – or just plan your BBQ, we take care!

Contact
Freizeit- und Bildungszentrum Altglashütten
Am Sommerberg 26
79868 Feldberg-Altglashütten
Tel: +49 (0)7655/9001-0
willkommen@altglashuetten.de
altglashuetten.de
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Hotel Schiff am Schluchsee
In the middle of the Upper Black Forest and at the largest lake of the
Black Forest is the Hotel Schiff - the house with the oldest tradition in the
village. The cosy ambience, the familiar atmosphere, excellent cuisine and
extraordinary leisure experiences will make your stay with us unforgettable.
We await you with warm hospitality in our various restaurant rooms and on
our lake and sun terrace. On our Lido deck - a magnificent sun terrace with
a fantastic view of the Schluchsee - and in our wellness oasis with indoor
Korrekturabzug
pool, sauna and infrared cabin you will find peace, regeneration and relaxaAnzeige
tion. 1/2 Seite: 210 x 148 mm

Capacities
5 SGL | 17 DBL | 8 MBR | 1 SU | 72-200 €
Max. group size: 50
Restaurant seating capacity: 100
Notes: HP 28 €

SalesGuide 2019/20

Schwarzwald Lodge Rothaus
Perfect location for groups & incentives up to 120 persons!

Only 800 m walking distance to the famous Black Forest brewery „Rothaus
Brauerei“.
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48 SGL | 115 DBL | 23 MBR | 18 SU | from 119 €
Max. group size: 200
Restaurant seating capacity: 120
Notes: HP 30 €

The Vier Jahreszeiten am Schluchsee lies in the beautiful health resort of
Schluchsee at an altitude of almost 1,000 m. In this wonderful ambience,
you will find everything you need to leave the bustle and stress of everyday
life behind you, to recharge your batteries and enjoy it to the full with all
your senses: sports, spa, wellness, beauty, regeneration, culinary diversity
Korrekturabzug
and an activity programme that leaves nothing to be desired. A pool and
Anzeige
Seite:
210
x square
148 mm
sauna 1/2
area of
around
4,000
metres and a wide range of treatments
invite you to regenerate and relax. Our various restaurants offer a variety of
ambiences and pleasures from rustic to traditional to gourmet menus.

SalesGuide 2019/20
Contact
Hotel Schiff am Schluchsee
Kirchplatz 7 ∙ 79859 Schluchsee
Tel: +49 (0)7656/97570
info@hotel-schluchsee.de
hotel-schluchsee.de

Capacities
2 SGL | 4 DBL | 3O SU | | 4 APT | from 89 €
Max. group size: 120
Restaurant seating capacity: 120
Notes: HP 20 €

Experience the Black Forest from its most beautiful side: absolutely
„stand-alone“ position in green sourroundig. Lake „Schlüchtsee“ in 1 km
walking distance – good for great outdoor activities.
40 big suites & apartments with up to 120 beds – from single use up to 4
persons per room. 3.000 sqm landscape with own forest & green space for
outstanding events – let’s have a BBQ party!

Vier Jahreszeiten
am Schluchsee

Capacities

Contact
Schwarzwald Lodge Rothaus
Schlüchtseeweg 7 ∙ 79865 Grafenhausen
Tel: +49 (0)7748/92978520
willkommen@rothaus-lodge.de
rothaus-lodge.de

Vitalhotel Grüner Baum

S



The ***S-Vitalhotel Grüner Baum is located at 1000m in the beautiful mountain village of Muggenbrunn between Freiburg and Todtnau. Countless
attractions such as the waterfalls, Feldberg, Hasenhorn Coaster, BelchenBahn, Steinwasenpark are in the immediate vicinity. The house offers
original Black Forest charm and modern beautiful rooms. You can enjoy
the excellent cuisine in the rustic tiled stove restaurant or in the new Black
Forest EssBar, where also Black Forest tapas are served. A beautiful vital
world with sauna, steam bath, fitness, massage etc. offers a lot of space for
relaxation.

Contact
Vier Jahreszeiten am Schluchsee
Am Riesenbühl 4 ∙ 79859 Schluchsee
Tel: +49 (0)7656/70707 ∙ info@vjz.de
vjz.de

Capacities
2 SGL | 8 DBL | 12 MBR | 12 SU | from 78 €
Max. group size: 70
Restaurant seating capacity: 150
Notes: HP 24

Contact
Vitalhotel Grüner Baum
Schauinslandstraße 3 ∙ 79674 Todtnau
Tel: +49 (0) 7402 94200
info@schwarzwald-vitalhotel.de
schwarzwald-vitalhotel.de
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Hotel Schwörer



Capacities
4 SGL | 20 DBL | 4 MBR | 1 SU | from 58 €
Max. group size: 70
Restaurant seating capacity: 130
Notes: HP 17

Alemannenhof
Hotel-Appartements

Capacities
9 DBL | 19 MBR | from 129 €
Max. group size: 80

Embrace limitless natural landscapes at Lake Titisee

SalesGuide 2019/20
Korrekturabzug
Anzeige 1/2 Seite: 210 x 148 mm

Hotel Schwarzwald
Gasthof Rößle 
Our hotel is kept in typical black forest style and spreads its own unique
charm. Traditional properties are perfectly united with the comfort and
amenities of a modern 4-star hotel with a large spa area. In our restaurant
we daily serve fresh, seasonal and varied dishes as well as homemade
cakes. Enjoy a relaxing time!
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Experience lavish comfort and a superb panoramic view of Lake Titisee at
SalesGuide
the Alemannenhof Hotel 2019/20
Appartements. The perfect destination for those
Contact
Hotel Schwörer
Ludwig Kegelstraße 25 ∙ 79853 Lenzkirch
Tel: +49 (0)7653/219
hotel.schwoerer@t-online.de
hotel-schwoerer.de

Capacities
6 SGL | 20 DBL | 4 SU | 160–235 €
Max. group size: 60
Restaurant seating capacity: 100
Notes: HP 25 €

Contact
Hotel Schwarzwaldgasthof Rößle
Kapellenweg 2 ∙ 79682 Todtmoos
Tel: +49 (0)7674 90660
info@hotel-roessle.de
hotel-roessle.de

who long to discover wide open spaces and follow their impulses on holiday; here, they can enjoy the wide range of activities the Black Forest has to
Korrekturabzug
offer.

Anzeige 1/2 Seite: 210 x 148 mm

Boutique-Hotel
Alemannenhof 
Nature, pleasure and high standard – The four-star Boutique Hotel Alemannenhof is located in picturesque, calm surroundings on the western bank of
Lake Titisee. The typical Alemannic joyful outlook on life meets modernity
under its traditional hip roof. Each room features an individual interior design,
but all rooms have one thing in common: the unique view of Lake Titisee.
Quality ingredients are a key element of head chef Matthias Hering and his
team’s gourmet cuisine, which elegantly combines Black Forest specialities with
international products. Your stay is sure to be unique thanks to the lake terrace,
the lake lounge and the Noblesse wellness lounge with direct lake access.

Contact
Alemannenhof Hotel-Appartements
Alemannenhofweg 1
79856 Hinterzarten/Titisee
Tel: +49 (0)7652 91180
info@hotel-alemannenhof.de
hotel-alemannenhof.de

Capacities
20 DBL | 1 SU | 11 STUDIOS | from 169 €
Max. group size: 20
Restaurant seating capacity: 100
Notes: HP 42 €

Contact
Boutique-Hotel Alemannenhof
Bruderhalde 21 ∙ 79856 Hinterzarten /Titisee
Tel: +49 (0)7652 91180
info@hotel-alemannenhof.de
hotel-alemannenhof.de
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Hofgut Sternen



Located at the romantic Ravenna Gorge, Hofgut Sternen plunges guests into
an authentic Black Forest experience, with the comfort of modern amenities
in the 107 rooms of the 4-star hotel. Enjoy the refined culinary specialities
in the hotel-restaurant, as well as regional dishes in the Buffet-Restaurant
MarktScheune (classification Naturparkwirt). Hofgut Sternen is much more
than a hotel – it is a place where tradition, craftsmanship, sustainability and
modernity come alive. The History Path or the GlasManufaktur, where glass
Korrekturabzug
artists create objects (Sternen Glas) at the studio open to the public are some
Anzeige
1/2 Seite:
x 148 mm
of the attractions
on 210
the premises.
Hofgut Sternen generates its own energy
from local, renewable energy sources, which has garnered this place certification as a sustainable destination.

Capacities
4 EZ | 89 DBL | 14 MBR | from 64 €
Max. group size: 100
Restaurant seating capacity: 110
Notes: HP 35 €

SalesGuide 2019/20

Hotel Saigerhöh S
Located in the idyllic countryside of the black forest near the lake Titisee with
a panorama view to the swiss alps. The hotel offers its guests a perfect location to relax with an excellent cuisine in different restaurants and a panorama
terrace, a huge pool and wellness area as well as a bar with a fireplace for a
romantic evening.

In our Hotel Schwarzwaldhof you can experience Hinterzarten from one of
the most beautiful and central buildings. You will have a wonderful time here
due to the warm hospitality and comfortable rooms.Start your morning with
our breakfast buffet: cold cuts and cheese from the region, hearty and sweet
meals, juices, fruits and of course fresh bread and bread rolls every day.Our
good traditional cuisine cooks regionally and seasonally and we serve Baden
wines and beer on tap. On the terrace you can watch the hustle and bustle in
Korrekturabzug
the center, sit in the sun and enjoy a piece of homemade Black Forest cake.

Capacities
7 EZ| 14 DBL | 4 MBR | from 55 €
Max. group size: 25-30
Restaurant seating capacity: 180
Notes: HP 21 €

SalesGuide 2019/20
Contact
Hofgut Sternen
Höllsteig 76 ∙ 79874 Breitnau
Tel: +49 (0)7652 9010
info@hofgut-sternen.de
hofgut-sternen.de

Capacities
18 EZ| 62 DBL | 45 MBR | 15 SU | from 89 €
Max. group size: 50
Restaurant seating capacity: 180
Notes: HP 33 €

Contact
Hotel Saigerhöh
Saiger Höhe 8-10 ∙ 79853 Lenzkirch-Saig
Tel: +49 (0)7653 685-0
info@saigerhoeh.de
saigerhoeh.de
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Hotel Schwarzwaldhof



Anzeige
1/2 Seite: 210 x 148 mm
Take your holiday with us - we look forward to seeing you!

Hotel Schwarzwaldgasthof
„Zur Traube“ 
Hospitality has a long tradition in our house and has a tavern license for the
last 500 years. Explore the beauty of our landscape and the cozy atmosphere
in our Black Forest Guesthouse in the mountain village of Waldau. Grown
from an historic country inn the hotel “Zur Traube” lies amid the unique surroundings of the Black Forest Highlands. In this lovely small hotel every room
has its own charm as we don´t have standardized rooms. Our restaurant is
well known for its traditional local cuisine and tastes delicious. A stay at the
“Traube Waldau” is like a holiday with friends. Our guest can feel the warm and
friendly atmosphere in our team and feel comfortable and happy.

Contact
Hotel Schwarzwaldhof
Freiburger Str. 2 ∙ 79856 Hinterzarten
Tel: +49 (0)7652 12030
info@schwarzwaldhof.com
schwarzwaldhof.com

Capacities
2 EZ | 22 DBL | 6 MBR | from 65 €
Max. group size: 60
Restaurant seating capacity: 200

Contact
Hotel Schwarzwaldgasthof “Zur Traube”
Sommerbergweg 1
79822 Titisee-Neustadt im Bergdorf Waldau
Tel: +49 (0)7669 229-0
info@traube-waldau.de
traube-waldau.de
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Your Congress Bureau in
the Black Forest Highlands
Hold a conference in the heart of the popular holiday destination
and make your event stand out!
Mystical landscapes combined with an exquisite cuisine, excellent hotels and extraordinary locations make the Black Forest Highlands a unique place for a successful
event and offer the perfect setting for your meeting. The diverse range of leisure activities makes the regions particularly attractive for events of any kind and enable you
entirely new perspectives for major decisions. How about a teambuilding workshop
in one of our typical Black Forest farms and a snowshoe hike with a rustic fondue at
a mountain inn in the evening? Or how about a strategy workshop in the personal
and trusting atmosphere of a smaller seminar hotel which will open for you exclusively? Our convention bureau would be glad to support you and assist you with its
competent advisory services.
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Who we are
The “Tagungsmacher im Hochschwarzwald” is your MICE partner
for congresses and business events.
Consisting of congress hotels,
incentive agencies, conference
centers, event locations and service
providers you find the right offer for
your event.
For more information just visit
tagung-hochschwarzwald.de
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Annual Event Highlights
in the Black Forest Highlands
The Black Forest Highlands have a rich cultural heritage and a diverse variety of
events to show it. Whether you are looking for concerts, musicals, traditional festivals,
Christmas Markets or even top-class sporting events - you will find an exciting
event for every taste.

JULY

JULY

White Night

Festival at the Ski Jump Stadium „Hochfirstschanze“

Spectators wear only white in this fantastic night-time lakeside festival in an
incomparable setting in which the seaside
promenade is decorated all in white.

impressing crossover show with ORSORock Symphony Orchestra with more
than 200 musicians in orchestra, choir and
rockband.

Location: Titisee

Location: Titisee-Neustadt

JANUARY

FEBRUARY/MARCH

JULY

AUGUST

AUGUST

Festive New Year’s concerts

Swabian-Alemannic Fastnacht
– Carnival

Rothaus FIS Summer Grand
Prix Ski Jumping

Steam train rides on the Three
Lakes Railway

Night-time lakeside festival
with Dragon Boat Cup

Seen by some as the fifth season, Fastnacht bewitches tourists with its many traditional events, such as grand processions
with a sea of masked participants, balls
with live music or witch-themed parties.

Every summer, the world’s elite ski jumpers participate in thrilling competitions
in the Adler Ski Jump Stadium.

All throughout the Black Forest Highlands,
Nostalgic steam train rides: jump aboard
for an incredible steam train ride in which
a train crew dressed in original uniform
from the 1950s transports you back to the
good old days!

Night-time lakeside festival set against a
breath-taking backdrop with spectacular
fireworks, Dragon Boat Cup competition
and a diverse range of entertainment for
all ages.

All throughout the Black Forest Highlands, exceptional soloists and orchestras
perform various New Year’s concerts.
Location: Black Forest Highlands

Location: Hinterzarten

Location: Black Forest Highland

Location: Schluchsee

Location: Three Lakes Railway

MARCH/APRIL

APRIL

APRIL

AUGUST

AUGUST

AUGUST/SEPTEMBER

Easter Exhibit

International Antique Watch
Market

Black Forest Gâteau festival

Night-time lakeside festival

Festival of Lights

Every second year this world-famous
gateau is the centre of the day. Amateurs
and pros compete for the most beautiful
and extraordinary Black Forest Gâteau.
(Next time in 2020)

Summer night party on the lake with live
music and an impressive fireworks display
in an unbeatable atmosphere.

Every year in August the gardens of
Lenzkirch shine in fascinating lights as
hundreds of
candles are lighted.

International Marschner
Festival

The exhibit offers the finest evidence of
craftsmanship. Technically skilled and
artistically creative women from the Black
Forest present their carefully fabricatet
valuables.
Location: Titisee

Exhibitors from all over Europe put their
most outstanding items up for sale. The
watch market offers something for every
taste, ranging from pocket watches to
church tower clocks, tools, replacement
pieces, books, and collectors’ items.

Location: Titisee

Location: Lenzkirch

Classical concerts performed by young
musicians take you through the ages from
the baroque era to the modern day.
Location: Hinterzarten

Location: Todtnau Berg

Location: Eisenbach

JUNE

JUNE

SEPTEMBER/OKTOBER

NOVEMBER/DEZEMBER

St. Eulogius Ride

Art & Craft Market

Brass-Band Music Festival

The splendidly decorated town attracts
thousands of pilgrims and guests each
year when a grand parade of horse riders
makes its way towards the pilgrimage
chapel, accompanied by the sound of
bells ringing out.

Find exquisite and fine art and craft
objects at this special market place. Every
year local exhibitor come together to
show their beautiful handicraft.

Numerous brass-band music concerts
with varying highlights will take place
throughout the entire Black Forest
Highlands.

Christmas Market in the
Ravenna Gorge open all
weekends in advent

Location: Hinterzarten

Location: Black Forest Highlands

Location: Lenzkirch

A village of wooden huts adorned with
Christmas lights awaits visitors at the entrance to the wildly romantic Ravenna Gorge,
beckoning them to browse the array of traditional arts and crafts and local delicacies,
and stay on to enjoy a Christmas concert.
Location: Ravenna GorgeHinterzarten
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THE

BLACK FOREST

Caribbean

especially designed for our international guests
• Newly renovated 3 and 4 star apartments in a unique and modern Black
Forest Style
• Cosy and fully equipped apartments with high grade interior
• Destined for families and individual travellers from 1 to 8 persons
• Red Inclusive Card as additional service from 2 nights for every guest
free of charge for over 100 visitor attractions
• Bus and rail free of charge
• Welcome gift of regional quality products
• Apartments from 89,- € per night
• The number of design apartments will constantly increase within the
next ﬁve years

€ 89,from

per night

• All apartments can be booked in our Incoming Department or directly
on our website or on cuckoosnests.com

PALAIS VITAL

PALM OASIS

GALAXY

More than 6,000 m² exclusive
wellness atmosphere

Pure holiday feeling under genuine
palm trees

More than 25 aquatic attractions

SPA & sauna universe

The Black ForestCaribbean

Numerous themed saunas

Poolbar with exotic cocktails

VENUS SKY LOUNGE
- an exclusive vital lounge only
for ladies

Wellness therapy for body and mind
in the WELLS OF HEALTH

The slide universe

1.2 action-loaded slide kilometers
A unique wave pool

www.badeparadies-schwarzwald.de
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FELDBERGBAHN
Hochschwarzwald

Get easily to the highest peak
in Black Forest

Opening hours of the cable car
July to September
every day 9 a.m. – 5 p.m.
May, June, October
every day 9 a.m. – 4.30 p.m.

feldbergbahn.de
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Taxi Stier GmbH
Bahnhofstraße 2
79822 Titisee-Neustadt
Tel.: +49 7651 7538
Email: taxi-stier@mail.de
Website: www.taxi-zentrale-stier.de

Our taxi services:
We are available 7 days a week in every time you need us.
24/24. We support you in every route trips.
We are ready for short and fast over longer ones.
Book us online on our website: www.taxi-zentrale-stier.de

LUXURY SHOPPING

Comfortable Sightseeing tours trough the Black Forest

since 1881

You choose the places you want to visit.
We create an individual plan for your sightseeing tour.
Our organising costs per hour: 45€ (for up to 8 persons).
Our drivers speak more than one foreign language:
german, arabic and english.
Airport transfer

Basel
Frankfurt
Zurich
Stuttgart
Straßbourg
Munich
Shuttle service

Taxi Stier Inhaber M & H Hodroj

Online reserving at www.taxi-zentrale-stier.de

+ 49
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Welcome to the world’s major premium fashion and lifestyle brands.
Enjoy our selected services: Tax Free Shopping, Personal Shopping, Limousine Service, Bespoke Tailor and Beauty Rooms.
For more details or inquiries please contact us: tourismus@breuninger.de
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Our top 10 Reasons
for choosing a Holiday in the Black Forest Highlands

1.
2.
3.
4.

Climatic health resorts and
pure, fresh mountain air for a
sense of well-being
 reathtaking mountain landB
scapes
Get in touch with nature in
idyllic surroundings
Extremely warm hospitality
and culinary delights

5.
6.
7.
8.

Free entry to more than 100
attractions when you stay at
one of 400 accommodations
Fun-filled adventures for the
whole family

9.
10.

Fascinating things to discover
at any time of the year
L argest ski resort north of the
Alps

Vibrant Black Forest customs
and traditions
Magnificent medieval
architecture

Contact
Hochschwarzwald Tourismus GmbH
Incoming Department
Freiburger Str. 1 · 79856 Hinterzarten
Tel: +49 (0)7652/1206-8003 · incoming@hochschwarzwald.de
visitblackforest.info
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